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ABSTRACT
This report describes a special-purpose borehole explosive tool designed to meet a need of the Los Alamos National Laboratory Hot Dry Rock (HDR) Geothermal Energy Development Program. This toolts particular purpose is to sever stuck drill pipe in deep (>4500 m), hot (>320"C), water-filled wellbores. No commercial severing tools are known to us that can be operated at temperatures above 260°C.
I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of the Laboratory?s HDR program is to investigate and develop methods of extracting thermal energy from naturally hot granitic formations by circulating water through hydraulic fractures made in the HDR. Conventional oil field drilling techniques are used to make deep wellbores into the naturally occurring hot formations. This type of drilling places very large loads on drill strings,leading to occasional "twist-offs." To salvage the lower portion of the twisted-off and stuck drill string, an overshot tool generally is run into the hole to grapple the stuck portion. Then the sections of drill pipe below this overshot tool are explosively severed, and removed from the wellbore.
At temperatures above 260"C, commercial explosive severing systems either fail or detonate prematurely. The Los Alamos severing tool has been designed to operate in the HDR wellbores at higher temperatures (03200C). The high-temperature resistance was achieved by using a specially formulated high explosive (HE) as the high-temperature detonator, and a dewar-protected firing system, both of which are encased in a standard seamless steel tube 63.5-MM o.d. All-fire burst current = >3000A
These current levels are relatively high compared with Reynolds' EBW detonators;
however, if the firing system (capacitor, trigger switch, cable, and connectors)
is designed for minimum inductance and resistance, and is properly matched to the slapper initiation, the total required energy is not significantly greater than a standard EBW system. For example, a reliable slapper initiation system can be designed and built with a lVF capacitor, charged to 4500 V.
B. General
This initiator did not prematurely function or degrade when subjected to the following tests:
1. temperature survival of 2 h at 260"C; Table I .
Evaluation of the results shown in Table I reveals that AFX-521 is a very unusual explosive. In addition to its unsurpassed thermal stability,3 it is relatively insensitive to impact, spark, and pure shock (gap tests). It is as sensitive as PBX-9404 in the minimum priming test and its wedge-failure thickness is very small. This combination of properties suggests that AFX-521
is an excellent choice for a thermally stable booster application such as the HDR downhole explosive systems.
For the HDR application, we made the main shaped charge from PYX at a density of 1.7 g/ems in the configurations shown in Fig. 1 . One of the PYX pieces was bored to a diameter of 0.635 in. to accept the detonator. The entire charge was over designed so that we would be sure to sever the pipe. The principles of shaped charges are well known. The charge is contained in the downhole tool (illustrated in Fig. 1 ). The portion of the tool just above the pressure bulkhead is recoverable and can be reused. This particular type of charge severs drill pipe with a clean break (Fig. 4) .
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4.
Severed drill pipe using high-explosive charge.
v.
THE FIRING SYSTEM
The firing unit is a Reynolds Industries Model FS20 capacitive discharge detonator firing system. The system consists of an uphole control unit and downhole firing module. Design features are as follows: 
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Internally, the control box contains a 120-V ac, 300-mA current-regulated power supply and associated control circuitry.
B. The Downhole Firing Module
The firing module (circuitry shown in Fig. 1 ) is housed in a l-3/8-in.-diam x 10-in.-long aluminum tube that is potted to protect it from vibration and shock while the tool is lowered into the borehole.
Electrically, the firing module consists of an inverter and a voltage tripler charging a 0.5-DF energy storage capacitor to 04500-V dc. An overvoltage'spark gap is provided at the output, which self triggers when the is approximately 4500-V dc.
Power requirements downhole are 020-V dc, 300 mA to power the inverter.
Power is supplied from the uphole control unit. Input voltages uphole depend cable length, temperature, and cable resistance to ground. The logging cable now in use has seven conductors, is 7600 m (25 000 ft) long, has a resistance o250 n, and a minimum resistance of 1 MQ to ground. VI. SYSTEM OPERATION Operation of the system is as follows.
10 Connect power plug to 11O-V ac.
2. Mate shorting plug to lfsafetyinterlock" connector.
3.
Depress and hold arm/fire push buttons simultaneously.
4. Continue to hold buttons until voltage on meter has stopped rising and makes an abrupt drop indicating the unit has fired.
VII. USES
This particular tool was designed for use in the high-temperature HDR holes. However, with minor adjustments in charge size, diameter, etc., the severing tool design could be applied to numerous situations where severing in harsh environments is necessary. 
